The propagation of light in turbid media is an active area of research with relevance to numerous investigational fields, e.g., biomedical diagnostics and therapeutics. The statistical random-walk nature of photon propagation through turbid media is ideal for computational based modeling and simulation. Ready access to super computing resources provide a means for attaining brute force solutions to stochastic light-matter interactions entailing scattering by facilitating timely propagation of sufficient (>10 7 ) photons while tracking characteristic parameters based on the incorporated physics of the problem. One such model that works well for isotropic but fails for anisotropic scatter, which is the case for many biomedical sample scattering problems, is the diffusion approximation. In this report, we address this by utilizing Berry phase (BP) evolution as a means for capturing anisotropic scattering characteristics of samples in the preceding depth where the diffusion approximation fails. We extend the polarization sensitive Monte Carlo method of Ramella-Roman, et al., 1 to include the computationally intensive tracking of photon trajectory in addition to polarization state at every scattering event. To speed-up the computations, which entail the appropriate rotations of reference frames, the code was parallelized using OpenMP. The results presented reveal that BP is strongly correlated to the photon penetration depth, thus potentiating the possibility of polarimetric depth resolved characterization of highly scattering samples, e.g., biological tissues.
INTRODUCTION
The highly scattering nature of biomedical samples (e.g., representative skin tissue: scattering coefficient,  s~1 00cm -1 , absorption coefficient,  a~1 cm -1 , anisotropy, g~0.9) leads to a rapid decorrelation of interrogating light (i.e., within a transport length, l* = 0.091cm). Decorrelation generates entropy thus reducing imaging resolution and contrast in addition to limiting the depth of imaging attainable. To overcome this, numerous techniques are being investigated and significant effort has been invested to characterize the degree and nature of light scatter for the purposes of imaging through highly scattering biological tissues. This paper builds upon the previous work of Refs.1-13, particularly the work of Rossetto, 3 to investigate the possibility of coopting Berry phase (BP) (i.e., geometric phase: GP) evolution, which varies as a function of the number of scattering events experienced by propagating photons, to facilitate implementation of polarimetric based detection of mean-BP (BP) derived depth resolved images. * babajs@ornl.gov; phone 1-865-576-6589. This manuscript has been authored by UT-Battelle, LLC under 
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Utilizing Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, we are able to track the scattering events and accumulated BP experienced by the individual photons making up the detected intensity. Recognizing that the characterization of these parameters for individual photons is only possible in silico, (i.e., it is not possible in practical imaging applications) we therefore consider only the averages for all detected photons (i.e., only assess ensemble averages) as those most closely resemble the measureable and quantifiable population averaged photon characteristics obtained in real-life experimental systems.
THEORY
It has been well established that BP is a geometric (i.e., Rytov) phase acquired by a propagating photon due to the rotation of the plane containing the electric field vector (i.e., the photon polarization vector plane: PVP) about the light propagation vector. [3] [4] [5] [6] Essentially, when a photon, with a closed loop trajectory, is tracked over a unit sphere, it maps out an area that is strictly due to rotational (i.e., "roll") changes in the PVP about the propagation vector. The solid angle subtended by this area at the origin of the sphere is the accumulated GP. Simply put, BP is an inherent phase associated with the actual path of a propagating photon that projects into the PVP and is discernable in backscatter. BP, therefore, is detectable by an appropriately oriented linear polarizer. Ignoring the additional spatial degree of freedom provided by BP tracking of the photon propagation vector, at best restricts a backscattered imaging investigation to five-degrees of freedom (i.e., accounting for changes in x, y, z, pitch, and yaw but not roll); such is the case for Refs. 1-2, 7-14.
Practically, the ability to measure the BP of detected photons also provides the means to filter them (i.e., selectively bin them), to yield images strictly based on light path trajectories. Because the sample penetration depth (i.e., z-depth as illustrated in Figure 1 ) reached by co-spatially launched photons is determined by their path trajectory (i.e., number of scattering events and the changes in propagation vector direction), this suggests that as a metric for pathlength trajectory, BP should correlate well with z-depth. This is a hypothesis that is well-suited for investigation using polarized MC based simulations of photon propagations in a specified scattering sample.
Theoretically, mapping BP on a unit sphere provides a modulo 2 span as captured in Eqn. (1) .
where S = spin (i.e., -1 = counter clockwise: CCW, +1 = clockwise: CW), n = scattering event iteration since initial incidence (integer value),  and  = Euler rotational angles about the z and y axis respectively as depicted in Figure 1 . Even though mapping BP on a unit sphere allows for modulo 2 span, the use of a polarimetric method for measurement constrains this to modulo /4. This is due to the ) ( cos 2  base kernel of Malus's law underlying implementation of a linear polarizer to resolve the angular orientation of the exit light polarization vector encompassing the targeted accumulated BP. 15 The reduced span adversely impacts z-depth resolvability based solely on BP measurement. This can be addressed by jointly implementing other strategies to help overcome the modulo /4 constraint to improve zdepth resolvability and potentially, to also extend z-depth range. For example, one might use time of flight (TOF) information or additionally apply a TOF-gate to enable phase unwrapping of BP angles thereby facilitating full utilization of the theoretical modulo 2 span and possibly, to even extending it to include higher integer multiples. This will be investigated and reported in future communications.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Beginning with the "meridian plane" Monte Carlo (MPMC) code of Ramella-Roman, et al., 1 available through a GNU license, we implement BP tracking at each scattering event. Next, we incorporate the locally acquired BP into the rotation matrix used to adjust the reference plane and Stokes vectors for the new photon trajectory vector as it propagates through the scattering sample until it eventually exits in back reflectance for detection and analysis. has 1024 cores and a peak performance speed of 8.2 Teraflops. Code execution performance was significantly improved via speed up of computations using 64 -128 processors. The serial MC code was parallelized using OpenMP. 16 Data from simulation runs propagating 10 and 100 million photons were combined together for the analysis presented here. Given the optical properties of the sample, only 8.94 million (i.e., 8.13%) of the total 110 million photons launched were collected for imaging in back reflectance mode.
To verify proper code operation and implementation, we ran the backscattered (BS) Mueller matrix (MM) investigated by Refs. 2, 4, and 9-10 for a homogenous scattering sample of thickness, L = 2cm (~24l; where l = mean free path), composed of polystyrene microspheres of diameter, d = 2.02m,  s = 11.88cm -1 ,  a = 0cm -1 , g = 0.912,  spheres = 1.59, dispersed in water  water = 1.332 for a light wavelength = 632.8nm, yielding l* < 1cm. The execution time to run 100 million photons for the above parameter simulation was greater than 24 hours. As expected, code runtime was extremely sensitive to sample optical properties (i.e.,  s and  a ) in addition to the number of photons propagated.
We generated the BS-MM of Refs. 2, 4, and 9-10 (the results are presented in Figure 3 ) and similar to the work of Ref. 6 , we verified a near-zero peaked distribution profile for BP with photon propagation pathlengths, s ≤ 10l* with a Gaussian-distribution profile for those with s ≤ 20l* (results not included). Intending to use a polarimetric method for future experimental measurement and demonstration of using BP for z-plane selection in depth-profiled imaging, we performed a modulo /4 conversion of the BP value of each detected photon prior to the population based analyses. The population results using all detectable photons (no numerical aperture: NA, was implemented), were used to quantitate the relationship between BP and photon penetration depth (z-depth) within the scattering sample as a feasibility study for utilizing measured BP for depth resolved imaging through highly scattering samples, e.g. biological samples.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The BS-MM presented in Figure 3 verifies proper operation of our Berry phase-MPMC (BP-MPMC) code. The results are comparable to those reported by Refs. 2, 4, and 9-10.
In Figure 4 , the results show an asymptotic natural log character for BP variation with transport mean free path (mfp'): l*. The exploded range inset plot reveals that the mean asymptotic max value of 44.60° is reached at s ~ 2.14l*. Alternatively, if the asymptotic value is defined by the 1dB-saturation level of 39.75°, this is reached at s ~ 1.07l*. Therefore, assuming that the asymptotic value of BP (mfp') defines the BP characterization length, l BP , then l BP = 2.14l* and 1.07l* respectively, based on defining BP saturation level by the max or 1dB-saturation levels. The standard deviations of BP are not included in the Figure 4 plots; these averaged 26.89 ± 2.15° (i.e.,  ± ) across the range. !An) Figure 6 captures the very linear relationship between the number of scattering events and the average z-depth attained by the detected photons. Additionally, it reveals that 1-10 mean scattering events, (n), account for the penetration depth determination range based on BP. Furthermore, this result supports the potential for using TOF techniques as a means to identify the number of scattering events experienced by individual photons so as to overcoming the inherent modulo /4 constraint associated with implementing a polarimetric method for BP quantification.
CONCLUSION
We modeled BP(s) and established that BP(s) reaches saturation at an s-value defined as l BP . We identified l BP as the limit for BP based quantification of the mean z-depth achieved by polarized BS detected photons. Additionally, we revealed that l BP captures a range of s that is greater than the sample mean free path (i.e., l) but less than 3l*, which is the regime preceding that where the diffusion approximation applies. The mean number of scattering events: 1 ≤ (n) ≤ 10, experienced by the detected light falling within the l BP characterization range, supports our assertion that the BP technique coopts multiply scattered photon pathlength trajectories as a basis for determination of mean z-depth. The shallow z-depth range (i.e., max 0.26l*) characterized by l BP suggests that the technique is best suited for superficial depth imaging applications e.g., epithelial tissue imaging. Though the standard deviations for BP averaged 26.89 ± 2.15°, those results were based on the assumption that all BS photons are detected for imaging. In reality, the NA of a real imaging system potentially reduces the variability in the BP measurement and likewise also improves the ability to resolve BP. Similar to Ref. 14; we will be investigating and presenting an analysis of imaging system NA effects on BP measurement and quantification for the full physiological range of optical properties in a future communication.
Likewise, we plan to investigate and report on TOF based strategies to enable phase unwrapping of BP angles to facilitate full utilization of the theoretical modulo 2 span. Finally, we point out that improvements can be made to the BP-MPMC code to increase photon output efficiency e.g., adding in lateral boundary/edge reflectance to capture boundary-reaching photons that are currently terminated. 
